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We describe how a bifunctional gene, encoding two
proteins by alternative splicing, arose when the chloro-
plast gene RPL32 integrated into an intron of the nuclear
gene SODcp in an ancestor of mangrove and poplar
trees. Mangrove retains the alternatively spliced chi-
meric gene, but in poplar it underwent duplication
and complete subfunctionalization, through comp-
lementary structural degeneration, to re-form separate
RPL32 and SODcp genes.
Gene duplication and subfunctionalization
Subfunctionalization – the partitioning of different subsets
of the functions of an ancestral gene among daughter
copies after gene duplication – provides an attractive
explanation for why so many duplicated genes exist in
eukaryotes, without requiring each duplication event to
have conferred a selective advantage [1]. For many dupli-
cated genes, however, it has been difficult to pinpoint
different subfunctions of the ancestral gene that were
partitioned among the daughter genes. Often, our knowl-
edge of the functions of the ancestral gene is so limited that
we might not be able to recognize subfunctionalization
even if it has occurred. Most of the examples of subfunc-
tionalization reported to date involve changes in gene
expression profiles [1–4], and there are only a few reports
of duplicate gene pairs that have undergone subfunctio-
nalization by means of substantial changes in gene struc-
ture relative to their common ancestor [5–9]. Here, we
report an example of a structural subfunctionalization
event where the ancestral functions being partitioned
among the daughter genes can be readily identified and
are clearly distinct. Unlike previously reported examples of
subfunctionalization of alternatively spliced genes [5,6],
the two subfunctions being partitioned here have nothing
in common except their subcellular localization in chloro-
plasts; one is a redox enzyme and the other is a structural
component of a ribosome. Moreover, our example illus-
trates the reversibility of gene fusion by subsequent fission
through the duplication-degeneration-complementation
(DDC) mechanism [1], with both processes being observed
in the short lifetime of a single gene.

Formation of the SODcp-RPL32 chimeric gene
The gene for chloroplast ribosomal protein L32 (RPL32) is
located in the chloroplast genome of most flowering plants,
but is not present in the chloroplast genomes of two poplar
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species (Populus trichocarpa and P. alba; [10–12]). Loss of
RPL32 from chloroplast DNA occurred after Populus
(order Malpighiales) diverged from other members of the
Eurosid I clade such as cucumber (order Cucurbitales) and
legumes (order Fabales). We identified database EST
(expressed sequence tag) sequences from a copy of
RPL32 that has become relocated to the nuclear genome
in poplar. The coding sequence of RPL32 in this transcript
is fused in-frame downstream of a sequence resembling
chloroplast Cu–Zn superoxide dismutase (SOD). Further
comparisons with ESTs and genomic sequence data from
P. trichocarpa [11,13] and Bruguiera gymnorrhiza [14]
(Burma mangrove, also in the order Malpighiales) enabled
us to reconstruct the events that occurred subsequent to
the transfer of the gene to the nucleus (Figure 1).

Plants have several isozymes of Cu–Zn SOD,which is an
enzyme functioning in redox balance. Some of these iso-
zymes are cytosolic and some are imported into chloro-
plasts by means of an N-terminal transit peptide [15]. In
the legumeMedicago truncatula the chloroplast isozyme is
encoded by a single nuclear gene (SODcp) with eight exons
(Figure 2). In an ancestor of poplar and mangrove, the
RPL32 sequence from the chloroplast genome was trans-
ferred to the nuclear genome, where it became inserted
into the last intron (intron 7) of SODcp. The newly formed
chimeric SODcp-RPL32 gene was alternatively spliced,
producing one transcript identical in structure to the
original SODcp mRNA, and one in which exons 1–7 were
spliced onto a novel exon (exon X) corresponding almost
exactly to the whole RPL32 coding region, instead of onto
the last exon (exon 8) of SODcp. This alternatively spliced
gene still exists in mangrove, in which we identified ESTs
corresponding to two types of transcript: one coding for
SOD (transcript B, 219 amino acids), and the other encod-
ing a chimeric protein with residues 1–211 of SOD fused to
residues 2–54 of RPL32 (transcript A; Figure 2 and
see Figure S1 in the supplementary material online). We
confirmed that alternative splicing occurs in mangrove by
sequencing a genomic PCR product that contains exons 7,
X and 8 (Figure 2) and perfectly matches the sequences of
ESTs of the two types of transcript.

Disintegration of the chimeric gene in the poplar
lineage
In poplar, after its divergence frommangrove, the chimeric
SODcp-RPL32 gene was duplicated twice. The first dupli-
cation (node A on the phylogenetic tree in Figure 2)
resulted in subfunctionalization of the chimeric gene, pro-
ducing daughter genes that encode either RPL32 (Poplar1
gene) or SOD, but not both. The SOD-encoding daughter
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Figure 1. History of the SODcp-RPL32 chimeric gene. (a) The ancestral configuration that exists in most flowering plants (e.g. Medicago), with SODcp (chloroplast Cu–Zn

superoxide dismutase) encoded by a nuclear gene and RPL32 (chloroplast ribosomal protein L32) encoded by the chloroplast genome. The SODcp protein is imported into

chloroplasts by means of the transit peptide at its amino terminus. (b) The configuration inferred to have existed in a Malpighiales ancestor. The nuclear gene is alternatively

spliced, as currently seen in mangrove. The chloroplast gene has been lost, as currently observed in poplar and postulated for mangrove. (c) The current configuration in poplar.
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later became duplicated a second time (node B) to produce
two genes (Poplar2 and Poplar3) that have virtually iden-
tical structures. EST analysis shows that all three poplar
genes are transcribed and none of them is alternatively
spliced. The Poplar2 and Poplar3 genes have lost exon X
and encode proteins that can be aligned along their whole
Figure 2. Organization of SODcp, RPL32 and chimeric genes. (a) The branching order of

values. Nodes A and B represent gene duplications in poplar. Node B corresponds to a la

genes neighboring Poplar2 have homologs neighboring Poplar3. In (b), boxes represent

exons are shown. Introns are not drawn to scale. Unfilled boxes show SODcp-related exon

in the poplar genes (with deletion lengths where known), and c indicates the pseudo-exo

verified directly by comparing genomic and cDNA or EST sequences from the same species

available, and in mangrove show regions where only EST data are available. The intron-ex

species. Sources of sequence data are listed in Table S1 in the supplementary material o
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length toMedicago SOD. Reciprocally, the RPL32-encoding
copy (Poplar1) has retained exon X but has lost exons 4, 7
and 8. Exon 4 of Poplar1 is a pseudo-exon containing a
frameshift mutation and is skipped in all nine database
ESTswe identified fromthegene.Thereare alsodeletions in
exons 1and2 ofPoplar1 relative toPoplar2,Poplar3and the
the nuclear genes, based on their pairwise dS (synonymous nucleotide substitution)

rge segmental or whole-genome duplication [11,13] in poplar, because many of the

exons, horizontal lines represent untranslated regions, and the lengths (bp) of some

s and hatched boxes show RPL32-related exons. Triangles indicate sequences deleted

n 4 in Poplar1. Thick outlines to boxes denote the parts of gene structures that were

. Thin box outlines in poplar show parts of genes for which only genomic sequence is

on structure of the 50 part of the mangrove gene is assumed to be the same as in other

nline. (A)n, poly(A) tail; cp, chloroplast.
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SODcp genes of other plant species (see Figure S1 in the
supplementary material online). The Poplar1 gene still has
a continuousopenreading framebetweenthe formerSODcp
start codon and the RPL32 stop codon, and the N-terminus
of its protein product is strongly predicted to bea chloroplast
transit peptide [16]. However, the protein encoded by
Poplar1 cannot be a functional SODenzymebecause it lacks
many residues normally conserved in SOD proteins, includ-
ing all six active site residues (four are deleted and two are
substituted; see Figure S1 in the supplementary material
online). In addition to the deletions, the remaining SOD-
derivedpartsof thePoplar1proteinalsoshowdeconstrained
sequence evolution: in exons 1–6 there is only 60% amino
acid sequence identity between Poplar1 and mangrove,
lower than for Poplar2 or Poplar3 versus mangrove (both
77% identity). Analysis of nonsynonymous (dN) and synon-
ymous (dS) nucleotide substitutions shows that the SODcp-
derived exons of Poplar1 have been evolving almost free of
selective constraint (dN/dS = 0.9; see Figure S2 in the
supplementary material online). These exons have lost
the requirement to specify a functional SOD and instead
are constrained only to provide aworking transit peptide for
the RPL32 protein.

Concluding remarks
The marriage of RPL32 to SODcp and their subsequent
divorce in the poplar lineage provides an unusually graphic
example of the partitioning of multiple functions of an
ancestral gene among daughter genes formed by dupli-
cation. This partitioning process can be categorized as
subfunctionalization because the structural changes in
the poplar genes indicate unambiguously that, after the
duplication at node A (Figure 2), a complementary loss of
subfunctions of the ancestral chimeric gene occurred in its
two daughters. The losses of exon X (encoding the RPL32
subfunction) in the Poplar2 and Poplar3 lineage, and of
exons 4, 7 and 8 (encoding the SOD subfunction) in
Poplar1, were caused by degenerative mutations that
are likely to have been selectively neutral because in each
case the subfunction lost by one gene copy was maintained
by the other. Consequently, the gene pair was preserved in
the genome by subfunctionalization as envisaged by Lynch
and Force [1,17].
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